Abstract. Clustering belongs to the set of mathematical problems which aim at classification of data or objects into related sets or classes. Many different pattern clustering approaches based on the pattern membership model could be used to classify objects within various classes. Different models of Crisp, Hierarchical, Overlapping and Fuzzy clustering algorithms have been developed which serve different purposes. The main deficiency that most of the algorithms face is that the number of clusters for reaching the optimal arrangement is not automatically calculated and needs user intervention. In this paper we propose a fuzzy clustering technique (FACT) which determines the number of appropriate clusters based on the pattern essence. Different experiments for algorithm evaluation were performed which show a much better performance compared with the typical widely used Kmeans clustering algorithm.
Introduction
Clustering belongs to the set of mathematical problems which aim at classification and assignment of data or objects to related sets or classes. The act of classification could well be applied through supervised or unsupervised learning methods [1] . In the Supervised model, Patterns are learnt using some familiar, previously classified data. Multi-layered Perceptron -MLP, Support Vector Machine -SVM, and Decision Trees are illustrious examples of such learning algorithms. This type of learning may be called the learning by example methodology. On the other hand, and in the unsupervised method, mainly named clustering, entities are classified in homogeneous classes so that neighboring patterns are assembled in similar collections. In this approach object-class association is not previously known and clusters are formed based on some object similarity criteria. As unsupervised learning models, such as clustering, can semi-consciously detect well separated classes amongst available data based on their intrinsic features, they have been extensively used in different scientific fields. Their use can significantly vary from Medicine and its application to disease detection, to Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) for network activity division into two typical types of intrusive and non-intrusive. New applications of clustering have been found in data (web) mining and adaptive systems where user characteristics modeling, session detection and etc can be achieved through modified clustering algorithms. Pattern recognition can also be an important field of clustering application. Most clustering techniques assume a well defined distinction between the clusters so that each pattern can only belong to one cluster at a time. This supposition can neglect the natural ability of objects existing in multiple clusters. For this reason and with the aid of fuzzy logic, fuzzy clustering can be employed to overcome this weakness. The membership of a pattern in a given cluster can vary between 0 and 1. In this model one single pattern can have different degrees of membership in various clusters. A pattern belongs to the cluster where it has the highest membership value. In this paper we aim to propose a fuzzy clustering technique which is capable of detecting the most appropriate number of clusters based on a density factor. This algorithm is completely insensitive to the initial number of employed clusters; however the initial value should always be lower than the optimal cluster number. Although a very low number of initial clusters will increase the computation time and CPU usage but it will prevent the algorithm from choosing the incorrect number of clusters. The method discovers the number of clusters by intelligently splitting capable clusters and creating new cluster centers through outlier detection. The paper is organized in the following sections: Section 2 will introduce the proposed fuzzy clustering heuristic. Sections 3 presents experimental results obtained from the algorithm implementation and the following section will conclude and provide related works in the field.
FACT Heuristic
Although Fuzzy C-means algorithm shows strengths in many areas but it lacks the ability to determine the appropriate number of clusters for pattern classification and requires the user to define the correct number of clusters. Many applications of clustering like pattern recognition or intrusive data classification require the clustering algorithm to decide on the proper number of clusters, as the correct number of classes is not a priori known. In the proposed heuristic we devise an algorithm which exploits a modified version of Fuzzy C-means in which U (Membership Degree Matrix) is not randomly initialized. The other two strengths of this heuristic is that it is based on a fuzzy split-outlier detector and a Cluster Density Criterion (CDC). The fuzzy split algorithm was to some extent inspired by [8] . Some fuzzy clustering algorithms such as [9] are based on the minimization of the objective function value as their ultimate goal. This criterion serves as a great factor for the algorithms with a predefined number of clusters; however in heuristics which have an adaptive approach to cluster number assessment, this factor cannot be used. This is because the objective function will decrease with the increase of the number of clusters and hence causes further cluster splitting which results in an incorrect number of clusters (the number of clusters will most likely end up being identical to the number of available patterns). For this reason using the objective functions as the basis for successful split assessment is unreasonable. We define and apply CDC for split success comparison. FACT is comprised of 3 main steps which are further explained in the following paragraphs:
Step 1 -Initialization The existing version of the Fuzzy C-means is applied to the set of available patterns by setting the initial cluster number and m to 2. The outputs of this step are the preliminary values for U and CDC.
Step 2 -Outlier Detection a) Cluster Member Assignment Every pattern in the fuzzy clustering algorithm has a membership degree in all available clusters. The process of pattern to cluster assignment is done through allocating the pattern to the cluster in which it has the highest membership degree. Matrix M, [m ij ] c*n is defined as follows:
In this sub step the candidates in each cluster to be the final outliers over all of the patterns are selected. This process selects the pattern with the lowest non-zero membership value in vector M i where i shows the current cluster (7). 0 ) (
c) Final Outlier Selection and Splitting
The pattern with the lowest value in the Candidate vector (OP) is selected as the ultimate outlier. The coordinates of OP are used as the basis for the center of a new cluster. Let OP = {op 1 , op 2 … op r } be the outlier point, the new cluster center will be calculated using (Eq.8):
Center (c+1) = OP + λ (8) Where λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 … λ r ) ~ 0. Having calculated the value of the new cluster center, the previous composition of pattern classifications can be altered and rearranged based on c+ 1 cluster. Matrix U is updated using (Eq. 4) where the upper bound of k is c+1.The modified version of fuzzy C-means is now tuned using the calculated U and c+1 number of clusters and is used to create the new cluster composition. After having split the cluster formation into a new arrangement, the CDC will be updated (Eq. 9). The value obtained from the division of the new CDC to the former CDC is multiplied by a coefficient, α, which is between 0 and 1. To show that splitting has improved the clustering, θ t+1 should be larger than θ t and thus the splitting procedure is confirmed and stabilized. The value for α is usually set to 0.2. The θ is named the Feedback Control Parameter (FCP) which controls the system behavior using a feedback from the prior iteration. If the splitting has been unsuccessful 2.c is repeated with the next pattern in the Candidate vector.
Step 3 -Test If none of the patterns available in the Candidate vector can serve as a successful splitting point for improving the current cluster arrangement, the algorithm will terminate with the current composition on hand else it will increase the number of clusters by one unit and resume algorithm execution from 2.a.
Experimental Results
Four main pattern sets were used in the first set of experiments. Wisconsin Breast Cancer Databases containing 699 patterns were cleaned to be used in the comparison procedure. The patterns were 9 dimensional data with 2 main classes (malignant and benign). Pima Indians Diabetes Database was the second pattern set used which included 768 patterns with 8 attributes for each pattern. The training was done to test positive or negative diabetes tests. The patterns were initially obtained from the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases. The third pattern set was the Liver-disorders Database from the BUPA Medical Research Ltd. This pattern set consisted of 345 patterns each with 7 numeric-valued attributes. The Statlog Project Heart Disease Database is made up of 270 patterns which are used to classify normal and abnormal patients using 13 different traits. The four pattern sets were taken from the UCI Machine Learning Repository at [10] . The pattern sets were divided into two parts for train and test purposes. The exact division is shown in Table1. The number of Train and Test patterns used in each pattern set.
For the sake of clarity and to show K-means' dependency to the number of clusters, different variations of cluster numbers were created for k-means performance evaluation ranging from 2 to 34 clusters. Figure 1 depicts K-means performance under different circumstances. As it can be inferred from the diagram, different number of clusters employed, can significantly affect the final outcome and hence be evaluated as a negative impact on the overall algorithm performance. 
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Figure1. K-means Performance Evaluation
The proposed heuristic was examined under several different criteria and compared with the K-means algorithm. As the K-means algorithm clusters data using a predefined number of classes and this is different from what the proposed heuristic does, the appropriate comparison model should have been devised. In our analysis, FACT was first applied to the pattern sets for clustering. This step detected the available classes (c) in the pattern sets. K-means was then executed with three different initial cluster numbers of c-1, c and c+1. Although the evaluations were initially done based upon the number of FACT detected classes but the optimal number of classes known from the omniscient were also applied to the K-means algorithm to compare the optimal success ratio of both heuristics. As K-means provides different clustering compositions each time it is run due to its sensitivity to the initial state; it was executed 100 runs on every pattern set with the specified cluster number and the average results were used. Table 2 compares the performance of both heuristics based on the percentage of correct pattern classification.
As it can be clearly seen, the FACT algorithm outperforms the K-means algorithm in 3 of the pattern bases and reaches optimality in the Liver-disorders pattern set. The important point is that due to the differences in the essence of the algorithms the number of appropriate clusters for the FACT might differ from the optimal number of clusters for Kmeans, but even with the selection of the best number of clusters in K-means, FACT still shows better performance. The next experiment was done on pattern sets which were statistically created to form well-defined class boundaries. Each pattern set had colonies of patterns consisting of 200 objects. 4, 5 and 7 colonies had been integrated into the pattern sets forming pattern sets with 800 (PS1), 1000 (PS2) and 1400 (PS3) patterns. To compare the performance of each clustering model, the Quadratic Error (QE) factor introduced in [11] was used. Let X i = (x i 1,x i 2,…,x i n) be the members of cluster I and cc i be the centroid of the i th cluster, QE is defined as the average of the mean squared distances of each pattern to the cluster centroids as shown in (Eq.11). (11) Table3 compares the values for the QE factor obtained from different heuristics. The smaller the value for the Quadratic Error is, the higher the inter object relationship in one cluster would be. FACT related QE values show much better performance for the proposed algorithm. Figure 2 shows one of the devised pattern sets depicting the cluster centers chosen using each algorithm which reveals a better centroid placement strategy in the FACT algorithm. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a fuzzy adaptive clustering algorithm which modifies the well known fuzzy C-means. The Fuzzy C-means algorithm is altered so that it is initialized based on the Membership Degree Matrix from the previous iteration. The number of pattern classes used in the clustering process is adaptively calculated. Comparisons done between the typical K-means algorithm and the proposed heuristic demonstrate a better performance concerning the correct clustering percentage and the Quadratic Error factor. It is notable that the outstanding feature of the FACT algorithm is that it detects the correct number of pattern classes adaptively.
